Clinical Decision Velocity is Increased when Meta-search Filters Enhance an Evidence Retrieval System
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Abstract Objective: To test whether the use of an evidence retrieval system that uses clinically targeted meta-search filters can enhance the rate at which clinicians make correct decisions, reduce the effort involved in locating evidence, and provide an intuitive match between clinical tasks and search filters.

Design: A laboratory experiment under controlled conditions asked 75 clinicians to answer eight randomly sequenced clinical questions, using one of two randomly assigned search engines. The first search engine Quick Clinical (QC) was equipped with meta-search filters (the combined use of meta-search and search filters) designed to answer typical clinical questions e.g., treatment, diagnosis, and the second ‘library model’ system (LM) offered free access to an identical evidence set with no filter support.

Measurements: Changes in clinical decision making were measured by the proportion of correct post-search answers provided to questions, the time taken to answer questions, and the number of searches and links to documents followed in a search session. The intuitive match between meta-search filters and clinical tasks was measured by the proportion and distribution of filters selected for individual clinical questions.

Results: Clinicians in the two groups performed equally well pre-search. Post search answers improved overall by 21%, with 52.2% of answers correct with QC and 54.7% with LM ($\chi^2 = 0.33$, df = 1, $p > 0.05$). Users of QC obtained a significantly greater percentage of their correct answers within the first two minutes of searching compared to LM users (QC 58.2%; LM 32.9%; $\chi^2 = 19.203$, df = 1, $p < 0.001$). There was a statistical difference for QC and LM survival curves, which plotted overall time to answer questions, irrespective of answer (Wilcoxon, $p = 0.019$) and for the average time to provide a correct answer (Wilcoxon, $p = 0.006$). The QC system users conducted significantly fewer searches per scenario ($m = 3.0$ SD = 1.15 versus $m = 5.5$ SD1.97, $t = 6.63$, df = 72, $p = 0.0001$). Clinicians using the QC system followed fewer document links than did those who used LM (respectively $3.9$ links SD = 1.20 versus $4.7$ links SD = 1.79, $t = 2.13$, df = 72, $p = 0.0368$). In 6 of the 8 questions, two meta-search filters accounted for 89% or more of clinicians’ first choice, suggesting the choice of filter intuitively matched the clinical decision task at hand.

Conclusions: Meta-search filters result in clinicians arriving at answers more quickly than unconstrained searches across information sources, and appear to increase the rate with which correct decisions are made. In time restricted clinical settings meta-search filters may thus improve overall decision accuracy, as fewer searches that could otherwise lead to a correct answer are abandoned. Meta-search filters appear to be intuitive to use, suggesting that the simplicity of the user model would fit very well into clinical settings.
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Increasingly evidence retrieval systems are seen as one of the main tools to find the evidence needed to answer clinical questions.⁵,⁶ Our own research has demonstrated substantial use of online evidence retrieval systems at the point-of-care by hospital clinicians⁷ and general practitioners,⁸ and that such systems significantly increase the ability of clinicians to correctly answer clinical questions.⁹

Of particular interest is that the search for clinical information often occurs in time-poor settings. Doctors may spend no more than two minutes searching for an answer¹⁰,¹¹ and often abandon searches when no answer is forthcoming.¹²–¹⁴ Consequently, the rate at which clinicians are able to make decisions, their decision velocity, could be an important metric both of clinical performance in general, as well as for benchmarking the performance of evidence-retrieval systems.

The clinical impact of an evidence retrieval system is likely to be a product both of the quality of evidence it retrieves as well as the likelihood that the evidence is easily assimilated and then is actually used to support clinical decisions.¹⁵ We can hypothesize that evidence retrieval systems that enable greater decision velocities will ultimately have greater impact at the point of care, as they will result in more clinicians finding correct answers to their questions, and with fewer abandoning searches within the time limits imposed by the clinical setting.

This paper reports the results of a controlled laboratory study that explores the dynamic nature of clinical decision making when using evidence retrieval systems. It compares the impact of two versions of a specific clinical search engine on the decision velocity of clinicians. Both versions accessed the same evidence set, with one version providing free access to those resources, and the other enhanced through customized clinical search filters.

### Searching for the Best Clinical Evidence with Search Filters—Quick Clinical

The first step in evidence-based practice is to formulate answerable clinical questions⁴ yet many clinical evidence retrieval systems are not structured around clinical questions but rather replicate information structures designed for libraries, which are oriented either to the type of resource, such as journal, text book and guideline, or topic structures aligned with biomedical classification structures such as disease types. Recent work has looked at using pre-defined queries or search filters to improve the chance that relevant documents are retrieved.¹⁶ For example, the PubMed interface to MEDLINE offers a small set of ‘Clinical Queries’, which are pre-defined and validated search filters that are most likely to retrieve documents that are clinically relevant. PubMed users can focus their searches on articles that emphasize etiology, diagnosis, therapy or prognosis. Search Filters have been shown to substantially enhance the specificity and sensitivity of different classes of search, and an ongoing body of research is devoted to creating filters to support different search tasks.¹⁷–²⁰

Meta-search, where a query is sent to multiple different search engines in parallel, is another strategy that has also been shown to improve search precision.²¹ The Quick Clinical (QC) evidence retrieval system is a knowledge-based search system that combines meta-search with search filters, or *meta-search filters*.²² Users, who are always free to search individual databases or journal sites, have the additional option of selecting pre-defined meta-search filters when they have a clinical question. The meta-search filters (or Profiles) in QC can be thought of as encodings of search strategies that capture expert knowledge on how to search for an answer. Profiles might capture the search skills of a biomedical librarian, for example, that would not normally be known to typical clinical users. A search strategy might describe which evidence sources are most appropriate for answering a given question, and how best to ask the question with different resources.

Search profiles can be designed to support specific user groups, and different tasks and contexts associated with each group. For example, a search strategy for information on the treatment of a disease for consumers would need to return different documents, probably from different resources, compared to that needed for expert physicians. Similarly a clinician asking a question in a busy work setting needing an immediate answer to a patient problem will expect information in a form easily assimilated in the work context, such as an extract from a guideline, and within a set time frame. The same question asked in preparation for a team discussion might return more of the primary research literature.

Search profiles can be designed for typical queries such as ‘diagnosis’ or ‘prescribing’ and are crafted to find the evidence most likely to satisfy the query type. Current components of a search profile in QC consist of (Table 1):

- **The sources** to be searched for the query, including web sources such as PubMed, formularies, guideline collections and web versions of biomedical journals, as well as local sources such practice guidelines;
- **Search filters** to be used when querying each specified source. Search filters reformulate a user query into the syntax native to a given source, and may add in additional Keywords known to improve search quality. For example, if a clinician selects the ‘diagnosis’ filter and enters the search term ‘asthma’, when it queries PubMed QC can add in the additional terms “sensitivity and specificity” [MESH] OR “sensitivity” [WORD] OR “diagnosis” [SH] OR “diagnostic use” [SH] OR “specificity” [WORD]. Multiple filters may be constructed for a single source, reflecting different strategies for asking a question.
- **Context settings**. Searches can be time-limited to reflect time constraints. The display of results can also be configured to blend the results obtained from different evidence sources in a manner most likely to support the intended user. For example, the order in which results from different sources are presented and the number of results to be retrieved from any given resource can also be specified.

From the user’s point of view, QC firstly assists clinicians to structure their search by asking them to specify the type of question they are asking, for example about diagnosis, and then suggests Keyword classes for that question, for example, ‘drug name’, ‘symptom’ (Figure 1). The QC system has previously been evaluated in a prospective cohort study in
general practice, where general practitioners reported that use of the system improved the quality of care.8

This paper reports the results of a laboratory trial under controlled conditions to determine what additional benefit QC search profiles confer over free access to the same literature set. We hypothesised that the use of search profiles would improve search effectiveness, defined as i) the proportion of correct decisions made after searching, and ii) improved decision velocity as measured by the time and effort devoted to arriving at an answer to a question. We also hypothesised that well-constructed search profiles would be intuitive to use. Previous results from this dataset describing the combined impact of both search systems (QC and LM) on clinician confidence and search outcomes according to professional group have been reported earlier.9,23

Methods

We compared the evidence searching performance of two groups of clinicians, one group randomised to use the QC search page.

Table 1: Example Search Profile for “Diagnosis”, Describing Sources to be Searched, the Position of the Source in the Results Page (P), and the Number of Results Displayed from a Source (R)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Search Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGL1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(#1# AND #2# AND #3# AND #4#) AND (“treatment” OR “therapy” OR “therapeutic use”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGL2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(#1# AND #3#) AND (“treatment” OR “therapy” OR “therapeutic use”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthInsite3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>#1# AND #2# AND #3# AND #4#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthInsite4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>#1# AND #3#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>(#1# ATTR/Title AND #3# ATTR/Title AND #4# ATTR/Title AND #2# ATTR/ther) English 10 years Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>#1# ATTR/Title AND #3# ATTR/Title OR #4# ATTR/Title OR #2# ATTR/drug ATTR/ther English 10 years Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>((#1# AND #3# AND #4#) OR (#1# AND #3#)) AND (“treatment” OR “therapy”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TGL = Therapeutic Guidelines, an Australian guideline compendium; HealthInsite = Australian consumer health website; Merck = the Merck Manual.

The capabilities of different search engines to handle queries vary, enabling different re-expressions of search. User supplied Keywords are represented as variables in the search filter eg #1#. Logical functions include ATTR which specifies a specific document attribute/value pair.
system and one group who were given access to QC without profiles (library search model or LM).

Measures
We aimed to test whether clinical decision making was enhanced using QC by measuring the proportion of correct post-search answers provided to clinical questions, the time taken to answer these questions, and the number of searches and links to documents followed in a search session. The intuitive match between profiles and clinical tasks was measured by the proportion and distribution of profiles selected for individual clinical questions by clinicians who used QC.

Participants
A sample of 75 clinicians (44 doctors and 31 clinical nurse consultants (CNC)) were recruited. Doctors were recruited using invitation letters seeking volunteers sent via mail and email to clinical departments at two major teaching hospitals and via professional organisations representing family practitioners. The CNCs were recruited via a CNC list-server.

Clinical nurse consultants are registered nurses who have at least five years experience and have completed post-registration qualifications in a specialty area.

Procedures
Clinicians attended a university computer laboratory for a two-hour session. Following written informed consent, clinicians were presented with eight randomly ordered clinical scenarios, which posed clinical questions (Table 2). The response categories for six scenarios were: i) yes, ii) no, iii) conflicting evidence, iv) don’t know. Two scenarios required a one-word free text answer. The scenario development process was described previously.9

Online Evidence System Intervention
Clinicians were randomly allocated to use either the QC or LM evidence retrieval system. Each clinician sat alone at a computer workstation and first completed the eight questions without the aid of a search system. Following randomisation to one of the two search systems, participants were again presented with the 8 scenarios and used the evidence retrieval system to find and document the evidence to support their answers. In total 36 clinicians were randomised to QC (14 CNCs and 22 doctors) and 39 to LM (17 CNCs and 22 doctors). Time from commencing a search until the time an answer was provided was automatically logged. A researcher was present throughout the session and gave minimal technical assistance when necessary. Ethics approval for the study was received from the University of New South Wales Human Research Ethics Committee.

The QC system incorporated search filters, and the second version, called the library model (LM), stripped away the search filter function. To control for the impact of user interface design, both systems appeared identical to users with the exception of the presence or absence of search filters. To control for the impact of the evidence retrieved, both systems had identical access to the same on-line resources. Both systems provided access to the same six selected sources of evidence including PubMed, MIMS (a pharmaceutical database), Therapeutic Guidelines (http://www.tg.com.au/), Merck manual, Harrison’s textbook and HealthInsite (a government funded consumer orientated health database at http://www.healthinsite.gov.au/).

With QC, five types of filters or “profiles” were available (disease etiology, diagnosis, treatment, prescribing and patient education). Clinicians searched by first selecting a filter, clicking on the filter (which linked to the evidence retrieval system), then clicking on each piece of evidence retrieved by the filter.

Table 2 Eight Clinical Questions, and Expected Answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Correct Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: A 58 year old woman with longstanding pain of osteoarthritis in knees, hips and hands asks about the benefits of glucosamine sulfate. Does existing evidence demonstrate that glucosamine has a disease modifying role in osteoarthritis?</td>
<td>Conflicting evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: What is the best delivery device for effective administration of inhaled medication to a five-year-old child during a moderately severe acute asthma attack?</td>
<td>Spacer (aka holding chamber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: What anaerobic microorganism is most commonly found in osteomyelitis associated with diabetic foot?</td>
<td>Peptostreptococcus/bacteroides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: A man is bitten by a brown snake in Australia and is taken to the hospital emergency department. There is clear evidence of envenoming (poisonous effects of venom). The hospital has run out of brown snake antivenom, so the patient must be given polyvalent snake antivenom (which contains antivenom for all Australian snakes). Should adrenaline be given with the antivenom to prevent anaphylaxis?</td>
<td>Conflicting evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: A mother brings her 15 month old son who has been seen three times in the past year for glue ear. She has heard that this can lead to learning and developmental problems and thinks her child may need surgery. His hearing is normal. Does current evidence support the need for the insertion of tympanostomy tubes to avoid developmental problems in this child?</td>
<td>No, not indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: A 37-year-old woman with infertility comes to see you. She asks about the association between IVF and breast and cervical cancer. Do women who undertake IVF have a greater risk of breast or cervical cancer than other women of a similar age?</td>
<td>No evidence of increased risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: A patient staying in hospital had a myocardial infarction two days ago and is now threatening to sign himself out. You suspect this is due to nicotine withdrawal. The patient wishes to stop smoking and seeks your advice on whether he can start nicotine replacement therapy. Is nicotine replacement therapy appropriate for this patient?</td>
<td>No, use is contraindicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8: A woman whose first baby died of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) comes to see you. She asks about the risk of her next baby dying of SIDS. Is there an increased risk of SIDS for this woman’s next baby?</td>
<td>Yes, there is an increased risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and then entering Key words into one of four fields (disease, drug, symptom, other) (Figure 1). Users of the LM had the option of selecting which of the six sources of evidence they wanted to query; and then entered keywords into a single field (Figure 2).

Statistical Analyses
Clinicians’ written responses to the scenario questions pre and post-search were compared. Pre-search answers were coded as ‘correct’ according to an expert panel’s predetermined scenario answers and post-search answers were coded as correct if the answer was correct and a relevant evidence source was documented (e.g., the name of a journal article). Pre-search answers of ‘don’t know’ were classified as incorrect.

The proportions of correct pre and post-search answers for both intervention groups were calculated and compared using Chi square analyses. Data about the search times, number of searches performed and document links followed were extracted from computer logs and differences between the intervention groups were compared using Chi Square analyses and t-tests.

The product-limit (Kaplan-Meir) survival analysis method was used to analyze the difference between the two systems for the amount of time taken to answer questions. The total time to answer each question (irrespective of answer) was summed for each participant to test whether exposure to the QC system affected the time taken to provide an answer. An additional analysis of the average time for a participant to provide a correct answer was also included. Heterogeneity of the survival function was tested with the log-rank and Wilcoxon tests. A small probability value in these tests is evidence that there is heterogeneity (i.e., a difference) in survival curves between the systems. The log-rank test places more weight on differences between the curves at larger values of time, while the Wilcoxon test places greater weight at smaller values of time. It is possible for there to be differences between these two tests for the same survival function, e.g., a significant Wilcoxon test and a non-significant log-rank test indicates that there is a difference in the survival functions between the two tests for small values of time. Point-wise confidence intervals were calculated for each of the survival functions.

Results
Correctness of Answers Independent of Time
Clinicians in the two groups performed equally well in the pre-search stage with no significant difference in the proportion of correct answers provided by clinicians randomized to the QC or LM system ($\chi^2 = 3.34$, df = 1, p > 0.05), suggesting the two groups were matched for clinical reasoning skills and knowledge.

As reported previously, there was an aggregate 21% improvement in clinicians’ answers post-search, from 29%(95% CI 25.4-32.6) correct prior- to 50%(95% CI 46.0-54.0) post-system use. If time to answer was not considered, then users of both systems performed equally well in terms of the proportion of accurate answers provided to the scenario questions post search, with 52.2% of answers correct with the QC system use compared to 54.7% with the LM system ($\chi^2 = 0.33$, df = 1, p > 0.05).
Outcomes in the First Two Minutes of Searching

Users of QC were significantly more likely to obtain correct answers within the first two minutes of searching compared to LM users. Users of QC found 58% of their correct answers in the first two minutes of searching. Users of LM found 33% of correct answers during this time ($\chi^2 = 19.2, df = 1, p < 0.001$).

For QC users, longer search times resulted in a greater proportion of incorrect answers. Searches lasting longer than two minutes had a greater percentage of wrong answers compared to searches under two minutes (respectively 60% wrong versus 41% wrong; $\chi^2 = 10.93, df = 1, p < 0.001$). For LM users search time was not associated with right or wrong answers. There was no statistical difference in the provision of incorrect answers for searches in the first two minutes and those longer than two minutes ($\chi^2 = 2.24, df = 1, p > 0.05$).

Decision Velocity

There was a statistical difference for the survival curves of QC and LM users, which plotted the overall time to answer questions for each participant, both irrespective of answer (Figure 3; Wilcoxon, $p = 0.019$) and for the average time to provide a correct answer (Figure 4; Wilcoxon, $p = 0.006$). No difference was found between the curves using the log-rank test, which places greater weight on longer values of time (Table 3).

Comparison of Number of Searches Conducted and Document Links Followed

Overall, clinicians who used the QC system conducted significantly fewer searches per scenario ($m = 3.0 SD = 1.15$ versus $m = 5.5 SD1.97, t = 6.63, df = 72, p < 0.0001$) (Figure 5). Clinicians using the QC system also followed fewer document links than did those who used the LM system (respectively 3.9 links SD = 1.20 versus 4.7 links SD = 1.79, $t = 2.13, df = 72, p = 0.037$).

Intuitiveness of QC Search Profiles

To examine the extent to which the search profiles in the QC system were intuitive to clinicians given the scenario questions posed, we examined clinicians’ first choice of search profile for each of the eight scenarios. In 6 of the 8 scenarios two profiles accounted for 89% or more of clinicians’ first search profile choice. For the remaining two scenarios (MI and IVF) there was greater variation in selection of first search profile (Figure 6).

Discussion

We now have good experimental evidence that the rate at which clinicians can make decisions, their decision velocity, can be improved without compromising overall decision performance, by adding meta-search filter functions to a search engine. More importantly, clinicians were able to increase the rate at which they made correct decisions within a 2-minute time window when they have access to search filter technology. Others have shown that 2 minutes is a crucial time limit in clinical settings, with 66% of attempts at seeking information by physicians lasting 2 minutes or
less. Previous research has shown that when physicians freely search across a set of online resources, similar to the LM intervention they take about 5-10 minutes, which is similar to our results. Our findings thus indicate that the generic use of search filters, as exemplified by QC, should have practical benefits in time poor settings.

Interestingly, when time is no longer a factor in our comparative analysis, there is no difference between the quality of answers produced by users of the two systems. This makes sense, as users of both systems were indistinguishable in the answers they provided pre-search, indicating they were operating from similar levels of experience, and also that they should have found similar evidence using both systems, given sufficient time and effort. The net effect of using search filters with QC was probably that those who were going to get a correct answer did so more quickly. In time poor settings, when searches are likely to be abandoned, this should translate into an increase in the rate of correct answers provided by clinicians using search filters.

Our statistical testing of survival curves supports these conclusions, as we detected significant differences in the survival curves using the Wilcoxon test, which favoured differences for shorter periods, but did not do so with the log rank tests, which favoured differences at longer time periods.
As a corollary, QC users with longer search times had worse outcomes. This may be due to the fact that by shifting forward in time those who were likely to get a correct response, we have exposed a ‘tail’ of users who are unlikely to obtain a correct answer. Other explanations are also possible, including the possibility that for some subgroups, the search filters have led them significantly astray. Teasing this effect apart represents an interesting future direction for this research.

During a search session, a user may need to conduct several searches, swapping between different sources, or re-expressing queries. The significantly fewer searches and document links followed by QC users may at least partially account for the significantly faster search times among this group of clinicians. As QC combines meta-search with search filters, we are unable in this experiment to report the relative contribution of either component to the improvements in decision rates observed. Future work should explore their contributions separately and combined.

In Table 3 there is variation in performance across the eight questions. The sample size for individual questions makes it hard to determine if variation at the question level is the result of sampling or some other effect. In future work it will be of great interest to determine whether there is a uniform improvement in search and decision performance, or whether specific subsets of users, clinical questions or other factors contribute to any variation in performance.

Search profiles seem to be an intuitive model for search, as measured by the profile first chosen by clinicians when presented with a question. Subjects typically chose one profile to answer their question, in preference to the others that were available. In a small number of scenarios (e.g., IVF, Figure 6) we do not see this pattern, and there is a more uniform distribution of profiles selected. This may suggest that the question contained a number of sub tasks relating to different profiles, or that there was ambiguity about which profile was most appropriate. In such cases, this may be a trigger to system developers to design a new search profile that more effectively meets the needs of a typical question type. However, one of the benefits of the current profile design is that only a small number of high-level archetypical questions are represented, making the choice of profile a simple task. It is unclear what user penalties might be incurred when there are a large number of profiles available, nor whether there would be any significant improvement in decision outcomes. One may speculate that there would be diminishing returns on decision accuracy by providing an increasing number of profile choices. In these experiments search filters have been constructed by hand, but there is no reason, in principle, why such filters could not be automatically generated by machine learning methods.24

**Limitations**

The study was conducted in a Laboratory setting and may not replicate the specific circumstances under which questions are answered in a clinical setting. As a consequence we may see different decision accuracy and velocity rates in clinical settings.

Questions in this experiment were simulated, and only eight clinical settings are answered in a clinical setting. As a consequence we do not replicate the specific circumstances under which questions are answered. The study was conducted in a Laboratory setting and may appear to specifically increase the rate with which correct decisions are made. It is thus possible that in time restricted clinical settings meta-search filters will improve overall decision accuracy, as fewer searches which could otherwise lead to a correct answer are abandoned. Meta-search filters appear to be intuitive to use, suggesting that the simplicity of the user model would fit very well into busy and time poor clinical settings.

**Conclusion**

Search Profiles, or meta-search filters, appear to be an effective addition to the tools available to support clinical decision making and evidence-based practice. They result in clinicians arriving at answers more quickly than unconstrained searches across information sources, and also appear to specifically increase the rate with which correct decisions are made. It is thus possible that in time restricted clinical settings meta-search filters will improve overall decision accuracy, as fewer searches which could otherwise lead to a correct answer are abandoned. Meta-search filters appear to be intuitive to use, suggesting that the simplicity of the user model would fit very well into busy and time poor clinical settings.
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